Since its introduction in the mid-19th century, photography has played a prominent role in documenting archaeological sites. Photographs record excavations and artifacts, compiling visual inventories that become mnemonic tools during the lab work and analysis that follow completed fieldwork. But beyond such traditional
categories of documentation, photographs also capture, both intentionally and unintentionally, the life of an archaeological project. These images reflect the living dynamics of archaeological camps and local communities. Some images are posed and constructed for public purposes, while others are spontaneous and candid—meant to be seen by only a small circle. As they freeze intimate moments, the candid shots later help us understand the history of archaeological inquiry and pursuit. As archaeological historian and theoretician Michael Shanks explains, “It is the detective work and experience of doing archaeology that interest so many people, as much as the things found.” Shanks reminds us that archaeology is as much about the people and ideas involved in recovering the past as it is about the past.

Professional photographers and researchers created more than 60,000 photographic images from 1956 to 1970, when the University of Pennsylvania Museum carried out archaeological investigations at the ancient Maya city of Tikal in Guatemala. A great many of those images were instrumental in documenting the difficulties inherent in the project and generating public interest and financial support for the undertaking. Many of Holton’s images appear on Guatemalan postcards today. His photos from Tikal that were part of Ed Shook’s personal collection are now archived in Antigua, Guatemala.

Procuring water was just one of the many difficulties to be overcome in the Petén jungle during the life of the Tikal Project. Ultimately, aquadas made by the ancient Maya were cleared and reused by the project for water storage. George Holton, who captured this moment at the camp aquada in 1956, was a well-traveled North American photographer with a home at Lake Atitlán, Guatemala. He was involved with the Tikal Project from the outset, and his photos were instrumental in documenting the difficulties inherent in the project and generating public interest and financial support for the undertaking. Many of Holton’s images appear on Guatemalan postcards today. His photos from Tikal that were part of Ed Shook’s personal collection are now archived in Antigua, Guatemala.
The Tikal Digital Access Project

The University of Pennsylvania’s Tikal Project, carried out between 1956 and 1970, represents a milestone in the history of Maya research. The entire Tikal archive is housed in the University of Pennsylvania Museum. It includes field notes, photographic negatives and prints, slides, excavation drawings, and an extensive card catalog. Special collections housed with this material include the Satterthwaite Library, slide collections donated by original project members, and the personal papers of local workers. Without their skill, the project could never have been completed. Many were exceptional excavators from whom project archaeologists learned a great deal. Local workers today will often refer to their fathers and grandfathers who also worked with Penn archaeologists at Tikal or Piedras Negras. Scott spent one season at Tikal and went on to a long career in Mesoamerican and Polynesian archaeology.

The Tikal Digital Access Project includes field notes, photographic negatives and prints, slides, excavation drawings, and an extensive card catalog. Special collections housed with this material include the Satterthwaite Library, slide collections donated by original project members, and the personal papers of local workers. Without their skill, the project could never have been completed. Many were exceptional excavators from whom project archaeologists learned a great deal. Local workers today will often refer to their fathers and grandfathers who also worked with Penn archaeologists at Tikal or Piedras Negras. Scott spent one season at Tikal and went on to a long career in Mesoamerican and Polynesian archaeology.

A project aimed at converting the entire Tikal Project archive into a fully accessible and securely preserved digital database began in February 2002, implemented by Sharon Aponte Misdea and supervised by Robert Sharer in conjunction with Christopher Jones. The goals of the project are, first, to inventory and curate the Penn Tikal Project archive in its original form and, second, to develop a Web-accessible database of the Penn Tikal Project data and collections. The pilot phase of this project was generously supported by the Foundation for the Advancement of Mesoamerican Studies (FAMSI). An online database of 500 sample images from the Penn Tikal Project photographic archive is available on FAMSI’s Web site at www.famsi.org.

Tikal Project archaeologist Nick Hellmuth photographed Linton Satterthwaite and Chris Jones in 1965 recording glyphs on the Temple of the Inscriptions (Temple VI). Satterthwaite, captured with his hand clinging to the scaffolding, was desperately afraid of heights. Epigrapher and chief archaeologist for the Tikal Project in its early years, Satterthwaite had previously directed excavations at Piedras Negras, Guatemala, for the Museum and was Jones’s mentor. Nick Hellmuth earned his position on the Tikal Project in part owing to his skill as a photographer. After Hellmuth’s first visit in the early 1960s, Peter Harrison suggested he return to the project to continue his photographic work. While completing his undergraduate thesis research at Tikal, Hellmuth photographed Tikal both on the ground and from the air. He once commissioned a helicopter at his own expense to record spectacular aerial perspectives of the site. These images are familiar to Maya archaeology enthusiasts, since Hellmuth freely shares his photographs, including one that most recently appeared on the cover of Harrison’s Lords of Tikal. Under the auspices of the Foundation for Latin American Anthropological Research, which Hellmuth directs, he continues to pioneer photography in the field of Maya archaeology, particularly digital imaging technology.

recorded data about the Maya past, including architectural restoration, excavations, surveys, and laboratory work. Fortunately, those staff members produced an equally rich photographic record of the people involved in recovering that past during the Tikal Project — the largest-scale archaeological investigation ever undertaken in the Americas.

Several professional photographers were part of the staff in Guatemala in the early years of the project. Between 1956 and 1964, George Holton, Joya Hairs, and Walwin Barr created historic images of Tikal’s architectural remains and of the site archaeologists, fieldworkers, and their families, and visitors. Many of the 118 researchers were also skilled photographers, and they continued to photograph the work and surroundings at Tikal throughout the 1960s. Their visual contributions to the Museum’s Tikal archive are stunning. Among the archaeologist-photographers who produced photographs that rivaled those of the professionals were Bill Coe, who directed the Tikal Project during its last seven years; Nick Hellmuth, who is influential in digital imaging in Maya studies today; Stuart Scott; Peter Harrison, whose photographs have traveled in museum exhibits; and Virginia Greene, now senior conservator for the Museum.

The images alone narrate a history of the Tikal Project. The photographs of people and architecture document archaeological practice, as well as the monumental scope of the project. Images of the camp reveal daily life in the Peten, which appears to be anything but routine. Beautiful portraits, intended for publicity, reflect very practical concerns with the cost of an undertaking of this scope. In all the images there is an intimacy that entices the viewer — unable to

They stepped out of the plane attired as if they were going into a ballroom. Low-necked dresses, high heels, and bare arms. Tikal is no place for that kind of dress!” — ED SHOOK ON THE ARRIVING GUATEMALAN DIGNITARIES
Bill Coe poses with a plane-table alidade in 1957. This is obviously a publicity shot. Had Coe actually been mapping something at the time, the man holding the stadia rod in the background would have been in Coe’s line of sight. Coe directed the Tikal Project from 1963 until 1970. The quality of the architectural drawings that he produced is unparalleled, and he is considered by some to be the greatest living field archaeologist in the Maya lowlands.

Dennis Puleston is photographed here in 1964 with his friend Jose Santiago, the son of local workman Manuel Santiago. Puleston or “Denny,” as he was known to his co-workers, was among an impressive number of North American archaeologists who had a profound impact on Maya archaeology. Some others are Peter Harrison, Chris Jones, Pat Culbert, Bill Haviland, Marshall Becker, Nick Hellmuth, and Dick Adams, to name just a few. Puleston, who directed the Settlement Survey of Tikal, died in a lightning storm at Chichen Itza. His work has had important implications for our understanding of ancient Maya settlement and environmental issues.

LEFT: Labeled “Boy with Armadillo” by photographer George Holton. Shook was concerned with local workers’ quality of life. He directed the building of facilities where staff could be housed with their families, provided for their medical care, built a school, and hired a teacher. A generation of children was raised at Tikal during the course of the project.

RIGHT: This 1960 picture of Antonio “Tono” Ortiz in front of Stela 22 (which he discovered) is an example of Bill Coe’s gift for portraiture. A Petén native, Ortiz was chief foreman for the Tikal Project and went on to build and manage the Jungle Lodge and other facilities to accommodate the influx of tourists to Tikal. Tono still owns and manages the Jungle Lodge and lives in Flores, Guatemala. The Tikal National Park now attracts nearly half a million visitors annually.
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travel to Tikal in the past — to want to learn more about the individuals who were part of Tikal’s archaeological history. The 13 images here, selected from hundreds, represent the aesthetic richness preserved in the Tikal photo archive, but they only begin to touch on the story of doing archaeology at Tikal.
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